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What the Value of the Present Vaccines is

Excerpt from the 785th contact of Tuesday, 16th of November 2021
Bermunda
... It was unavoidable, but I was really indispensable. This is because, as an expert, I had to
engage in depth in the research on the exact effects of the untried and dangerous, sometimes even life-endangering vaccines around the corona virus and the occurrences surrounding them, which really do bring forth unpleasant results on the whole. All this is much more extensive than it generally seems to be, for it actually comprises much more than just that which is being incompletely and fraudulently 'explained' to earthly humanity.
Billy
Ptaah wants nothing more to do with that. He is angry, which is unusual for him. And since I do not know
whether you also ...
Bermunda
No, I will keep working on it. I am familiar with the fact that he no longer wants to talk about it
because he cannot understand that so much unintellect and irrationality prevails among the responsible ones of
the heads of the countries of the earthly national leaderships and that, as a result, a recurrence of a renewed
spreading of infections with the corona virus can take place. Ptaah is probably angry and also disappointed because the earthly responsible ones of government do not recognise the effective truth of the whole, consequently they also do not decree and issue the right thing for the peoples, wherethrough the corona virus could
really be kept at bay in such a form that it could no longer burden Earth humanity as a pandemic or as an epidemic. It will no longer be possible to exterminate the virus, but it will rather continue to exist for millennia.
However, by taking the right action, it is possible to take the edge off the dread of the dangerousness of another
pandemic or epidemic.
That further infections can arise again is the fault of the national leadership in each country who allows, without
any precaution, the non-wearing of respiratory protection masks and the keeping of distance from one human
being to another. This is the case, just as the stupid 2G and 3G rules (In some German speaking countries G-rules
exist: ‘2G’ means that a person has to be ‘Geimpft’ (= vaccinated) or ‘Genesen’ (= recovered from Covid), ‘3G’
means a person has to be ‘Geimpft’, ‘Genesen’ or ‘Getestet’ (= negative Covid test) for admittance into restaurants or other venues.) were thought up – without really thinking – which are therefore senseless, because many
of the supposed vaccinations are completely futile, this because many of these supposed vaccines are only used
for the sake of profit, although they do not contain any real active substances against the virus, but only consist
of distilled water as well as saline solutions. Other vaccines, however, are products that are immature and have
been insufficiently tested and are consequently harmful to health or even deadly. Many of those vaccinated with
such substances assume that they are immune to infection by the corona virus, but this is not true, since immunity cannot be achieved through the use of distilled water or saline solution or other apparent vaccines, which is
why many persons 'vaccinated' with apparent vaccines suffer so-called 'vaccination breakthrough infections' and
fall ill to the virus. A great number of such 'vaccinations' – running into many millions and creating the pretence
that so and so many individuals have actually been vaccinated – are completely worthless and even deceive the
national leaders and the responsible epidemiologists, virologists and medics into assuming something that does
not exist in reality. Vaccination certificates – vaccination passports, and so forth, as they are called – are also
traded in the same criminal form, for as we have been able to ascertain with our possibilities of examinations/research, such falsifications of certificates amount to several millions. The authorities do not know how many of
them are circulating, hence the officially announced information does not correspond to reality and its truth in
any respect. In fact, however, there are several million that correspond to such perfect falsifications and which
are also being sold at a high price that only very few of these are recognised as such, if at all: mainly only incompetent falsifications are recognised as such.
The new excesses of the corona virus have become a disaster on Earth, which is criminally exploited, but which
the big-talking heads of nations do not want to recognise, consequently they allow themselves to be led into
delusion and play into the hands of criminality and eventually terrorise the peoples through dictatorial coercive
measures – which will already soon be the case. This incapability of the imperious heads of state will lead to the
rebellion and insurgence of those masses amongst the population who will be against – if I may use your terms
– the wrong directions and decrees of the 'people-leaders' who are presiding over the countries. That the wrong
thing is decreed and done instead of the right thing, as Ptaah called it, as I know – because we were able to listen
to your conversation with him at noon today – namely, that due to the absence of clear thinking and real decisions, as well as of right directives, decrees and modes of action on the part of the heads of state, everything
runs contrary and has a detrimental effect. This leads to Ptaah venting his anger because of it and no longer
wanting to say anything about all of this. That is well understandable, because the well-being of Earth humanity
is dear to his heart, as you would say.
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That which truly requires intellect and rationality – which the heads of nations are obviously devoid of and thus
the peoples are lied to and 'guided' wrongly – is very much less than all the responsible ones of the states on
Earth are able to accomplish. Might-eagerness and imperiousness are their habits, from which hatred against
them arises in that part of the peoples who think further and see further than the responsible ones of the states
themselves, as well as those who are subservient to the authorities and are themselves as incapable of thinking
logically as the authorities are.
From a comprehending and rational as well as a really thinking Wesen (A Wesen is an independently existing life
form with its own individuality and personality in an impulse, instinct or conscious consciousness-form that is
specifically directed towards all possibilities of evolution, and with its own physical, psychical (relating to the
psyche), conscious, part-conscious, unconscious, impulse- or instinct-related development-forms (human being,
animal, creature and plants). From: https://figu.org/dict/node/2038) – especially the human being – one could
actually expect the use of intellect and rationality, which one could also expect from the Earth human being,
however, only ‘could’ expect it, since one cannot really expect it from those who are not yet capable of real,
logical thinking. And these are all those who, as heads of state and thus as official powers, fail in situations like
the one that the present corona pandemic has been presenting for about 2 years. If the right things had been
considered, decided, arranged and carried out at the beginning of the rampantly spreading disease, then the
rampantly spreading disease could have been fought against and ended within a few months, before it could
pervert into a pandemic, because at that time the peoples of all countries were still willing to comply with the
necessary measures that were issued and decreed. Then, however, the heads of state failed and decided on a
chaotic confusion, namely through directives which were against all intellect and rationality, which unsettled all
the peoples and made their interest in fighting against the rampantly spreading corona disease wane. This further
resulted from the inadequate efficacy of the vaccines, which were suddenly thrown on the market and led to
life-endangering consequences that many human beings did not survive, while other substances were completely useless because they consisted only of distilled water or saline solutions, and so forth, as a result of which
the persons who were 'treated' with them became ill – or died – despite the 'vaccination'.
Truthly, there are only very few Earth human beings who are capable of a normal and healthy intellect and logical
rationality in order to see, estimate and assess the situation correctly, for the majority of Earth humanity is subservient to authority and religion and allows itself to be lulled into and led into delusion by lies and be presented
illusions of unreality. Moreover, their bondage deprives them of any clear intellect and logical rationality, therefore they become incapable of clear thinking, decision-making and acting and lose any initiative of their own to
do so. Their bondage infatuates them into simply believing everything that is thrown to them to believe.
Billy
It is being thrown to them like food to animals, so to speak, which then – how could it be otherwise – is
just being 'gobbled down', that is to say, believed, without even a touch of their own consideration, that is to say
thinking, being taken into account.
Bermunda
These are your words, but they express exactly that which corroborates what I have said. One
can only expect a real, comprehensible and rational thinking, decision-making and acting from an individual for
whom right thinking, decision-making and acting is always in the foreground as the most important and logical
aspect in any case. This, however, is obviously not the case, especially with the earthly responsible ones of the
states, as it is also not the case with the majority of the Earth's peoples, who elect incapable responsible ones of
the states to the front line, who, however, fail miserably when right and logical thinking, decision-making and
acting are required, as is currently evident in the event of the pandemic. This is also the reason why there is
constant unpeace between the earthly peoples and everything gets very badly out of the control of the good
human nature into war and terror, in which case religious belief is also a factor that contributes to the whole of
the unpeace. The whole of this constant unpeace does not foresee anything good for the upcoming future of
Earth humanity, for it is seething underground and everything is wavering with uncertainty, because in this respect everything is as if it were on feet of glass, which can quickly break down and lead not only to looming
popular insurgencies, but also to wars between nations, which are actually constantly lying in wait on the horizon
of the future.
Billy
From your mouth to the rulers' ears – but they will not listen to it in their idiocy. They are imperious and
will remain so ...
Bermunda
...
Billy

Unfortunately, that will be the case, and that will mean for many more human lives that they

… will 'depart this life'. That's what you wanted to say, isn't it?
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Bermunda

Yes. …
Translation: Barbara Lotz; corrections: Vibka Wallder, Vivienne Legg & Christian Frehner.

